Abstract -ZigBee is the most powerful standard for wireless sensor network.Pre-emptive Distributed Address Assignment (PDAA) Mechanism used to improves Zig-Bee address assignment and PDAA Mechanism Presents an auto-routing mechanism which doesn't store any information into routing table. There are two types of devices such as router and end device. But in ZigBee & PDAA mechanism has a problem that there is parent & child relationship i.e. packet follow Tree topology to forward the packet from source to destination and second problem is address reuse mechanism. So, This Paper Proposes a Hybrid routing scheme to reduce the routing cost by using the neighbor table that is originally defined in the ZigBee standard and Provide address reuse facility. In ZigBee and PDAA mechanism address reuse facility is a main issue so by using AODV routing protocol is used to provide address reuse facility.
INTRODUCTION
Recently, wireless sensor network consists of very high sensors for storing data, environmental control, and health monitoring. In [1] ZigBee is a standard protocol for address assignment by using hierarchical tree routing algorithm. Recently In wireless sensor network, ZigBee is used. ZigBee has many features Like Powersaving, low data rate and provide more flexibility and reliability. ZigBee uses a simple tree routing algorithm (HTR) to forward the packet from source to destination. In ZigBee, addresses are assigned using hierarchical tree routing algorithm that is each level calculate finite block addresses. It follows only parent-child relationship, so its routing cost is more. ZigBee doesn't maintain any routing information in the form of table.
In [2] , used to develop the network quickly. Preemptive distributed address assignment mechanism means to preempt an address from parent neighbors.
Therefore, a preemptive mechanism is useful for ZigBee addressing mechanism. In PDAAM, autorouting & address Auto configuration mechanism are designed.
Fig 1 ZigBee layer
This paper presents a Hybrid addressing scheme for Preemptive distributed address Mechanism by introducing neighbor tables, which is already the part of ZigBee specification. This paper proposes routers to check their neighbor tables before sending packets from source to destination or from parent to child. The actual novelty of the model lies in (a) Address assignment, (b) Address reuse.
II. MOTIVATION
In [2 & 3] ZigBee & PDAA mechanism, both are used for distributed address assignment. In [3] ZigBee follow a tree topology to forward the packets even if the destination is to close so its routing cost is more. Also ZigBee doesn't use the routing table to store the neighbor's information into routing table. In [2] PDAA maintain the routing information but doesn't provide address reuse facility.
III. RELATED WORK
ZigBee specification [3] presented a tree-based hierarchical routing algorithm (HTR). In a ZigBee network, the routers can directly transmit the packets from source to destination without maintaining any routing information. This routing mechanism is called hierarchical tree routing. Each parent is calculating it's a finite sub-block of the address space. This address space is used to allocate the address to its child. 
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Rules:
The address of the routers given by the following equation： 1. Node n is router device.
Node n is end device.
An = Aparent + CSkip (d).Rm+n
In [2] , PDAA mechanism introduces two steps. In the first step, nodes joined the network and addresses are assigned based on ZigBee distributed addresses assignment mechanism. New nodes directly getting addresses from their parents stop. In the second step, if address is not available then send Preempt request to parent neighbors. Donator(node 21) consists of two data structures:-Preempt_pending & Preempted.Preemptor maintains a Preemption table.
Evaluation of related work
Here previous work Table1 given below shows the evaluation of state of art. 
IV. PROPOSED SYSTEM
This paper proposed the tree-based Hybrid hierarchical routing algorithm that improves the existing PDAA hierarchical tree routing mechanism by using the neighbor table. The presented algorithm basically uses ZigBee routing algorithm. When preemption happened, a preemption table is used to guide the parent's node to forward the packets to the destination node.
In this section presents in detail how to preempt addresses from parent's neighbors and how node can reuse the address once node get fail. Here this paper presents a Hybrid model having no of routers to assign the addresses to each child node. Only the root node & router can assign the addresses. The detailed description of fig 4. 1 is as follows. 1. User Takes an input from outside or to enter a input as a message i.e. set source and destination.
2. System accepts the inputs from user and starts some processing, forward this inputs to particular router. 3. Router checks this inputs i.e. source and destination into its routing table. If the destination address is not found then it will find the router and same process is repeated. Finally if the destination address is present into particular routing table, then that router send acknowledgment back to the user.
Use case Diagrams for Address reuse:
This use case diagrams shows how to reuse the address once The node gets fail. There are two possibilities: 1. When node crashed & 2.when node wants to leave or join the network. This address reuse facility was not included in the previous system. 
Fig 4.3 Address reuse router response
This two diagram shows when node gets crashed, it immediately stops working. At the router side, router broadcast a "Is alive" message to all other nodes and waiting for reply. When node receive a message, each node send acknowledgement back to the router. Fail node doesn't send any reply. After router send same message to faulty node. When counter become 2, router free the address of faulty node. Second mechanism is to use hybrid algorithm to reduce the routing cost. In PDAA mechanism, system required more routing cost. In this system we are using Hybrid algorithm to reduce the routing cost and to avoid a reduplication of path.
Proposed algorithm
In this section presents algorithm for Hybrid address assignment. Input-source address (Sadr), destination address (Dadr) Output-depth (highest depth of common ancestor) Description of algorithm: -From source address and destination address in routing packet, system can calculate all the common ancestors of the source node and the destination. Then the common ancestor with maximum depth is the minimum depth node in ZigBee hierarchical routing path. Initially d is zero, d represent the depth of the network. After that find out the common ancestor between source and destination by using step-3 formula. 
